Compliant mechanisms have been designed for various types of applications to transmit desired forces and motions. In this paper, we explore an application of compliant mechanisms for active vibration isolation systems. For this type of application, an actuator and a compliant mechanism are used to cancel undesired disturbance, resulting in attenuated output amplitude. An actuator provides external energy to the system while a compliant mechanism functions as a transmission controlling the amount of displacement transmitted from the actuator to the payload to be isolated. This paper illustrates, based on preliminary results of finite element analyses (FEA), that a compliant mechanism equipped with an actuator can be used as an active vibration isolator to effectively cancel a known sinusoidal displacement disturbance at low frequencies by using a feedforward disturbance compensation control. The nonlinear FEA shows that a sinusoidal displacement disturbance of 6.0 mm amplitude is reduced by 95% at 3.9 Hz and 91% at 35.1 Hz with a sinusoidal displacement controlled input of 0.73 mm amplitude.
INTRODUCTION
One of the approaches to control vibration in a system of interest is to employ a vibration isolation system. A vibration isolation system is used to filter out undesirable vibrations by modifying the vibrational transmissibility. It is often a practical solution in cases where transmission paths for vibrational energy can be identified and physically modified. Vibration isolation systems can be categorized in various ways. One is to categorize them according to control schemes: passive, active, and semiactive systems. Simple diagrams illustrating basic elements in these three types of vibration isolation systems are shown in Figure 1 Typically, in a passive vibration isolation system, an elastic element and a damping element are employed to limit the amplitude of vibrations and dissipate energy away from the system. A passive system has predetermined properties, which cannot be adjusted while the system is in operation. The vibration transmissibility depends on disturbance frequency. A transmissibility plot of a typical passive system is shown as solid lines in Figure 2 for different values of damping ratio ζ. A passive system is only effective for disturbances with frequencies much higher than its natural frequency. However, in practice a disturbance may have a frequency varying with time or may consist of a spectrum of frequencies. In the former case, the effectiveness of the vibration isolation system is degraded when the disturbance frequency moves toward the natural frequency of the system. In the latter case, the system reduces the vibration of high frequency spectrum but amplifies the vibration of spectrum near the natural frequency. Adjusting the system damping parameters involves a tradeoff between isolation at different frequencies and the resulting overall performance may not be satisfactory.
Figure 2:
A vibration transmissibility of a passive system (solid lines) and an active system (dashed line)
An active vibration isolation system, on the other hand, uses external energy to directly cancel energy in the system by using actuators, sensors, and controllers. Actuators must be able to provide desired forces or displacements to the system, sensors are used to detect the motions of the system (acceleration, velocity, or relative displacement), and controllers are used to calculate the required external forces or displacements and send signals to control the actuators. Various configurations of active systems have been implemented. The most popular type is an inertial feedback system, in which the transmissibility near the natural frequency is reduced while maintaining the effectiveness at higher frequencies. The transmissibility plot of a typical active system is shown as a dashed line in Figure 2 .
A semiactive system combines features of a passive system and an active system. Similar to an active system, it uses actuators to apply forces or displacements. However, forces or displacements cannot be applied arbitrarily, but they are functions of the motions of the system. In other words, actuators in a semiactive system are treated as passive elements whose properties such as a damping ratio and a stiffness can be varied so that the control can be implemented without adding external energy into the system, except a small amount of energy required to change the properties of the actuators. Sensors are used, as in active systems, to detect the motions of the system and controllers determine the desired properties of the actuators.
Ideally, an active system would not be necessary if a passive system with a very low natural frequency approaching zero were available. However, such a low natural frequency system would require so low stiffness that the system could no longer support a specified static load. Therefore, an active system becomes necessary for a vertical isolation. On the other hand, the low frequency isolation in the horizontal direction can be achieved more easily with less concern about a horizontal static load by having a low horizontal stiffness. This can be done by the use of the X pendulum as described by Barton et al. [1] . Their passive system provides a horizontal isolation of 40 dB at 1 Hz. Technical Manufacturing Corporation (TMC) uses a simple pendulum isolator, which is capable of being tuned to as low as 0.3 Hz, for a horizontal isolation in combination with its vertical isolation systems [2] . In fact, Platus [3] from Minus K Technology, Inc. has developed a passive vibration isolation system that outperforms conventional passive systems by using Negative-Stiffness-Mechanism (NSM). The use of NSM for vertical isolation reduces a vertical stiffness, and hence natural frequency, while maintaining a static load supporting capability. The horizontal isolation is improved by the principle of beam-column effect. Such system provides isolation efficiency one to two orders of magnitude better than pneumatic isolation systems [3] . The vertical and horizontal natural frequencies can be tuned to as low as 0. Active system Even though passive vibration isolation systems are still effective solutions to a wide range of engineering problems today, there are many applications for which passive systems are inadequate. Numerous examples can be found in applications such as optical instruments, space structures, micro hardness testing, and semiconductor industry. The performance of an active system is limited by the active bandwidth of the system. This bandwidth lies between the upper unity gain frequency and the lower unity gain frequency. The upper unity gain frequency is usually limited by structural resonances of the system while the lower unity gain frequency is limited by noises in sensors and the tilt to horizontal coupling [2] .
ω/ω n Non-contacting electromagnetic voice coil actuators are commonly employed in many active systems. An example can be found in Newell et al. [4] who use voice coil actuators to construct an active vibration isolation system for an earth-based interferometric gravitational wave detectors. This system provides vibration isolation in all six degrees of freedom by at least 40 dB at 0.5 Hz. Pneumatic actuators with electronic servo valves can also be used in active vibration isolation systems for heavier load and lower acceleration. In addition, the recent advancement in the solid state technology allows the use of smart materials in active vibration isolation systems. This helps increase the active bandwidth of an active system. For example, TMC uses piezoelectric actuators in its patented design of a quiet pier isolator to achieve the isolation as low as 0.2 Hz [2] . However, the range of motion provided by piezoelectric actuators is limited to about 25 µm.
OTHER RELATED WORKS ON ACTIVE / SEMIACTIVE VIBRATION ISOLATION SYSTEMS
The range of motion, available force, power consumption, and bandwidth of actuators constitute the limiting factors that limit the use of active vibration isolation systems. Many researchers have been attempting to address these issues by developing new concepts of devices for active and semiactive vibration isolation applications. Walsh and Lamancusa [5] proposed a variable stiffness vibration absorber in an attempt to minimize transient vibrations of a rotating machine during startup and shutdown conditions and to adapt to changes in steady state operating speeds. The device was designed based on compound leaf springs, actuated at the center to vary the stiffness. Taking into account uncertainties in the operating conditions, Lai and Wang [6] developed a closed-loop controller for the variable stiffness absorber with feedback control. Hallinan et al. [7] developed an electrostatically-driven phase change actuator (EDPA) based on the concept from Zdeblick and Angell but incorporated the use of electric fields to affect evaporation and condensation. It was shown that the proposed EDPA was capable of delivering a reasonable force with large displacement. Mooibroek [8] constructed piezoelectric actuators in bimorph configuration and used them in active vibration control for a zero gravity environment. The actuators act as passive springs when the controller is off and can provide forces when the controller is on. He demonstrated in his one-dimensional experimental setup that the dynamic stiffness of the system could be adjusted by changing a parameter in the controller. Zago et al. [9] presented a Mechanical Elastic element for Damping and Isolation (MEDI). This device provides a combined damping and isolation interface with the appropriate transmissibility characteristics between a vibrating base and a sensitive payload. The novelty of the solution is primarily found in the implementation of uncoupling and magnification of the incurred vibrations by means of flexures. Viscous damping is provided by shortcircuiting a linear electromagnetic motor. Zago and Genequand [10] later extended the application of MEDI to active vibration suppression systems by controlling the current in the electromagnetic motor. Ginder et al. [11] constructed a one DOF adaptive tuned vibration absorber that utilized MR elastomers as variable-spring-rate elements. Kwak et al. [12] developed a passive-active vibration absorber using piezoelectric actuators. The system consists of 2 pairs of PZT actuators bonded on aluminum plates making an s-shape device. Bhave and Gupta [13] presented the design and development of a semiactive dynamic vibration absorber. The system is based on parallel beam arrangement. The effective stiffness is modified by changing the second moment of area by using an actuator to change the distance between the beams. Among all previous work as reported in the literature, only MEDI utilizes the principle of geometric advantage to increase the capability of the actuators. An active MEDI results in 15 dB attenuation at 1 Hz for a disturbance of amplitude up to 0.15 mm. However, this device was designed and tested only for 1-dimensional isolation. The presence of the second dimension will introduce the tilt to horizontal coupling, which will limit the lower frequency that can be attenuated. This limitation can also be found when using voice coil actuators as described by Newell et al. [4] . Such limitation can be overcome by the use of piezoelectric actuators [2] . However, piezoelectric actuators provide a very small displacement. The disturbance amplitude that can be attenuated is then limited to only about 25 µm. Therefore, the combination of using geometric advantage in conjunction with piezoelectric actuators seems to be a promising approach to improve low frequency active vibration isolation systems.
COMPLIANT MECHANISMS AND ACTIVE VIBRATION ISOLATION SYSTEMS
We propose compliant mechanisms as a means to provide efficient and low cost active vibration isolation. Due to their monolithic (joint less) construction, compliant transmissions offer many inherent benefits including low cost, zero backlash, ease of manufacture, and scalability. Although leaf springs and cantilever beams employed in previous research are in effect "compliant mechanisms", the motion amplification mechanism proposed in this paper offers a more effective solution.
The scope of this study is limited to low frequency isolation because the use of compliant mechanisms in active vibration isolation systems has the greatest advantage in the low frequency range. Since many passive systems are effective and sufficient for high frequency isolation, the need of active systems for high frequency isolation is less than that for low frequency isolation. We also focus on understanding the effects of the compliant design parameters and attempt to solve problems systematically. The preliminary results of FEA from ANSYS demonstrate that a compliant mechanism equipped with an actuator can be effectively used to attenuate known displacement disturbance using feedforward control. Figure 3 illustrates how a compliant mechanism can be integrated into a vibration isolation system. 
PROPOSED APPROACH
In this preliminary study, the disturbance is assumed to be deterministic.
Therefore, a feedforward disturbance compensation control can be an effective method to cancel such disturbance [14] . A patented compliant stroke amplifier [15, 16, 17] is employed to illustrate the application of compliant 
to attenuate disturbances of larger amplitudes. A finite element model of the compliant mechanism with a disturbance y d (t) and a controlled input y c (t) is shown in Figure 4 . The model properties are summarized in Table 1 . The compliant mechanism is assumed to be made of structural steel. The gravity and structural damping are ignored for these preliminary analyses. The motion of the output y out (t) is contributed by y out,d (t) and y out,c (t) where y out,d (t) is the output response due to a disturbance y d (t) and y out,c (t) is the output response due to a controlled input y c (t). Note that the controlled input y c (t) is assumed to be produced by an actuator attached between the rigid frame and the compliant mechanism and is measured in Frame x′y′z′ so that y out,c (t) is independent of y d (t).
For the analysis of a linear system with multiple inputs, the total output response of the system is a superposition of the responses from all individual inputs. When the inputs are sinusoidal having the same frequencies and phase angles but maybe different amplitudes:
the steady state responses due to individual inputs will be sinusoidal with the same frequencies but maybe different amplitudes and phase angles: 
Rigid frame
Then, the total response of the system resulting from the superposition of the two responses from equation (5) and (6) is:
In order to completely isolate the payload from the disturbance, Y out (s) is set to zero.
For a sinusoidal steady state analysis, s is replaced by jω.
Equation (11) gives the required displacement controlled input to completely isolate the payload. A simple block diagram representing the controlled system is shown in Figure  5 with an ideal sensor H(jω) and an ideal actuator A(jω). A controller C(jω) is required to be -G d (jω)/G c (jω). The value of |G c (jω=0)| called a static gain is determined to be 8.18. The first natural frequency is determined to be 52.1 Hz. |G d (jω)/G c (jω)|, which is |C(jω)|, is calculated to be 0.122 for the frequencies below 100 Hz.
LINEAR HARMONIC RESPONSES
Harmonic analysis is based on the constraint set shown in Figure 4 , in which Frame x'y'z' is moved by a sinusoidal disturbance with a 6 mm amplitude (Y d = 6 mm). The frequency and phase angle of the controlled input are the same as those of the disturbance. The output amplitude, with the positive sign indicating that the output is in-phase with the disturbance and the negative sign indicating that the output is out-of-phase with the disturbance, is plotted in frequency domain for different values of the controlled input amplitude as shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8 shows that the output amplitude becomes larger as the disturbance frequency moves toward the natural frequency of 52.1 Hz. The application of the controlled input with the same frequency and phase angle as those of the disturbance does not affect the natural frequency but can reduce the overall responses. As the controlled input amplitude increases, the output amplitude gradually decreases until the phase angle of the output is flipped by 180 degree, which is when the output amplitude changes from positive to negative sign. Increasing the controlled input amplitude further will increase the output amplitude.
Since this study focuses on low frequency isolation, only responses below the first natural frequency are considered. High frequency isolation can be achieved by incorporating a passive vibration isolator to the system. The output response in the low frequency range for different controlled input amplitudes is shown in Figure 9 . The effect of the controlled input amplitude on the output response is plotted in Figure 10 . Figure 10 confirms that the optimal controlled input amplitude remains optimal for any frequencies in the specified frequency range, based on the harmonic analyses.
NONLINEAR STEADY STATE RESPONSES
Harmonic analysis only provides the steady state linear behavior of a system. When the system undergoes large deformation, either due to a large input or a response near natural frequency, the system behavior is no longer linear and the harmonic analysis cannot capture the real behavior. To obtain the steady state behavior it is necessary to use a nonlinear transient analysis with a large time interval.
As in the harmonic analysis, the frequency and phase angle of the controlled input are the same as those of the disturbance. The output responses in time domain are shown in Figure 11 From Figure 12 , the use of a 0.73 mm sinusoidal controlled input can significantly reduce the nonlinear output responses. The RMS values of the output are reduced by 95% at 3.9 Hz and 91% at 35.1 Hz. A deformed mechanism when its output reaches the maximum displacement during steady state is shown in Figure 13 for each case. One of the difficulties found during the nonlinear analyses is that it is computationally intensive. Therefore, the optimal controlled input obtained from the linear harmonic analyses is used in the nonlinear transient analyses. This controlled input of 0.73 mm may not be an optimal value for nonlinear responses. However, the vibration reduction is so significant that the optimal controlled input obtained from the linear harmonic analyses is adequate to demonstrate the effectiveness of the isolation for nonlinear responses.
In addition, it is not prudent to make conclusive remarks about a steady state response based only on a short period of time in the transient analysis. Increasing the period of time is not practical for a design purpose unless the required time to reach the steady state is known and an effective numerical method is used. In this study, the time intervals used in the nonlinear transient analyses are made sufficiently large to allow the system to reach the steady states.
CONCLUSIONS
Compliant mechanisms, when integrated with actuators, are proposed to provide cost effective and high performance active vibration isolation systems. Their function is to amplify the motion of a small stroke but high force actuator, such as a piezoelectric actuator, in order to cancel large displacement low frequency vibrations. The preliminary results from both linear and nonlinear FEA show that a compliant mechanism equipped with an actuator can provide effective vibration isolation from a sinusoidal disturbance with known frequencies by using an optimal controlled input. In this paper, we demonstrated, through nonlinear transient analyses, that the disturbance of 6 mm amplitude is reduced by 95% at 3.9 Hz and by 91% at 35.1 Hz by using a controlled input of 0.73 mm amplitude at the frequencies corresponding to those of the disturbance. The reduction theoretically approaches 100% as the frequency approaches zero since an ideal sensor is used and the information about disturbances is assumed to be known exactly.
Although nonlinear FEA results demonstrate a significant reduction of vibrations, the performance of this system cannot be overstated because the actual system performance will be limited by the performance of sensors, actuators, as well as noises from other signal processing devices. Inaccuracy of disturbance information will contribute to the imperfection of vibration cancellation. Therefore, in our future work will plan to extend our design model to include the models of actuators and sensors. The study will also include the effects of gravity, stress constraints, and the use of feedback control. Designs for 2-dimensional isolation are being investigated to fully utilize advantages of compliant mechanisms. Design optimization methods and selection of suitable objective functions are also being investigated.
